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Reference and administration details 

Charity name 
Cantata Dramatica 

Registered charity number 
Cantata Dramatica was registered as a charity on 28 July 2014 with registered charity 
number 1158027. 

Charity’s principal address 
Red Hill Barn, Church Hill, Forest Hill, Oxford OX33 1EG 

Names of the charity trustees who manage the charity 
Trustee name Office (if any) Dates acted if not for whole year 
Nick Pitts-Tucker Chairman  
Julia Stutfield Treasurer  
Julia Stutfield Secretary 1 January - 29 May 
Virginia Goode Secretary 29 May - 31 December 
 

Structure, governance and management 

Type of governing document 
Constitution, adopted 1 February 2012, (with one minor revision, dated 10 April 2014) 

How the charity is constituted 
All activities are managed by the trustees.   

Trustee selection methods 
Trustees are appointed or reappointed annually at the annual general meeting. 
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Objectives and activities 

Summary of the objects of the charity set out in its governing document 
1. to advance, improve, develop and maintain public education in, and appreciation of, 
the art and science of music in all its aspects by any means the trustees see fit, including 
through the commissioning of new works and presentation of public concerts and recitals; 

2. to further such charitable purpose or purposes as the trustees in their absolute 
discretion shall think fit but in particular through the making of grants and donations 

Summary of the main activities undertaken for the public benefit in relation to these 
objects 

In planning our activities for the year we kept in mind the Charity Commission’s guidance on 
public benefit.  The focus of our activities is to commission accessible new music, particularly 
music that tells a story.  We also aim to present the music in such a way that it can be 
appreciated by an audience hearing it for the first time. 

Achievements and performance 

Summary of the main achievements of the charity during the year 

Introduction 
Highlights of the year were achievement of registration as a charity in our own right and 
successful delivery of our core objective of supporting our composers by promoting 
professional performances of their works as well as commissioning them. 

Our ongoing partnership with Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance was 
invaluable this year, enabling us to audition and engage a whole new group of young singers 
and instrumentalists and providing us with valuable rehearsal space.  A new partner for 2014 
was the Gravity Fields Festival (Grantham), from whom we gained valuable experience of 
working with a major community arts festival.   

Commissions 
No commissions were completed in 2014 but there is a major commission in progress which 
is due for delivery in 2015. 

Dux (working title- abbreviation of Latin 'Dux Britanniae' or King of the Britons) presents the 
story of King Arthur's great battles against the Saxon invaders of Britain, in a version inspired 
by Geoffrey of Monmouth’s History of the Kings of Britain.  The initial outline of the story 
was created by Nick Pitts-Tucker but the libretto was commissioned from Tony Bicât, 
together with music from his brother Nick.  The brief was to produce a work in a more 
popular and accessible style than previous Cantata Dramatica commissions, with the aim of 
creating a production that would be suitable for large-scale outdoor performances with 
significant community involvement. 

Performances 
Cantata Dramatica organised performances of three new works this year, in three different 
venues and within the space of three weeks.  Performances of two works by Nick Bicât in 
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London had already been planned when we were invited to perform Cantata Eliensis in St 
Wulfram's Church, Grantham, as the final concert in the Gravity Fields Festival 2014.  We are 
really grateful to the Festival for this wonderful opportunity which gave us a chance to 
showcase the work in a supportive environment. 

Beslan 

Beslan is not a Cantata Dramatica commission but an earlier work written by Nick and Tony 
Bicât as their personal response to the tragic terrorist siege and subsequent massacre at a 
school in Beslan, North Ossetia, in September 2004.  It had been professionally recorded in 
2007 but never performed live so our performance was the London première.  We needed a 
venue near to Southwark Cathedral to enable us to link this concert with our performance of 
Perpetua in the cathedral itself and we were fortunate in finding St George the Martyr, an 
atmospheric and slightly run down Queen Anne church, situated very conveniently in 
Borough High Street.  Ticket sales for this concert were reasonable and we felt that we had 
achieved the objective of proving that the piece could work as a live performance, albeit 
with some amplification for the two main solo voices and the softer instruments.  We are 
grateful to John Leonard for organising this. 

Perpetua 

The London première of Perpetua was a collaboration with Southwark Cathedral and was a 
great success artistically, although the box office take was not as good as we would have 
liked.  We had originally planned for two performances on consecutive nights but the cost of 
hiring the cathedral turned out to be prohibitive so we compromised with a matinee and an 
evening performance on the same day. 

Cantata Eliensis 

 The opportunity to perform this new work at the Gravity Fields Festival 2014 was too good 
to miss but it did present a number of significant challenges for our very small team, 
particularly in view of its proximity to the London concerts.  The Festival handled all ticket 
sales, publicity, accommodation and venue arrangements in Grantham, for which we were 
extremely grateful, but it was still not an easy task to organise a comparatively large-scale 
performance of a new work in completely unfamiliar surroundings.  Some of these 
difficulties were reflected in the overall standard of the performance, particularly in the case 
of the amateur performers, but it was well received and has directly resulted in an invitation 
to perform the work again at Ely in 2016. 

Performers 
Beslan 

Beslan was conducted by Andrew Parrott, who was music director for the 2007 recording. 
We also engaged the two main soloists from the recording (Emily Van Evera and Frances M 
Lynch).  The vocal and instrumental ensembles were all young professionals.  Unfortunately, 
there was no opportunity to involve amateur performers in this highly concentrated and 
challenging piece but, with the first live performance behind us, we hope to be able to find 
partners for future productions. 
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Cantata Eliensis 

The original concept for Cantata Eliensis was to use an existing choir local to Grantham but 
after several false starts, it became clear that this was not achievable.  We therefore decided 
to engage a conductor who was experienced at working with amateur singers and to create 
a 'Grantham Festival Chorus'.  The Festival advertised locally for keen amateur singers and 
we held a 'taster session' in Grantham to introduce them to the unfamiliar music but the 
take-up was still disappointing. However, we did manage to achieve the objective of 
involving some local singers in the performance.  Due to the clash with Perpetua rehearsals, 
we had to audition a new cast from Trinity Laban Conservatoire, who also supplied the band 
apart from one or two players.  With the support of the Lincolnshire County Music Service, 
we were able to engage a local student percussionist who appeared to relish the 
opportunity.  We are grateful to everyone in Grantham who tried to encourage local 
participation, and particularly to Elaine Bishop, a local professional singer who was engaged 
to sing the part of Eormenhild.  Our conductor, Kate Billimore, showed amazing commitment 
to the project, despite all the difficulties, and she will be conducting the first performance at 
Ely in 2016. 

Perpetua 

Perpetua was conducted by Peter Wright, the Director of Music at Southwark Cathedral.  We 
were able to engage several of the cast from the Oxford performance in 2012 which was 
helpful.  Our original plan was to use Southwark Cathedral's Merbecke Choir as the chorus 
but that fell through at the last minute so we had to engage a professional octet instead, 
which worked extremely well.  We also invited a boy treble from the Southwark Cathedral 
choir to sing the role of Dinocrates.  Finally, as a result of a contact from the Making Music 
Spring Conference, we invited Koruso!, a Southwark-based community choir, to provide 
additional colour in the crowd scenes.  We are grateful to the Koruso! committee and to 
their conductor, Andrew Tait, for taking on the extra work required to make this happen. 

Last but not least, we were lucky enough to be able to engage two of the 
choreographer/dancers from our Missa Aedes Christi performance in 2013 to create and 
perform a dance for each of the four dream sequences.  We had originally hoped to have 
live dancers for the Oxford performance so this was the fulfilment of another creative 
ambition. 

Marketing and Promotion 
We are extremely grateful to our new 'in-house' designer, a recent graphic design graduate, 
who has offered to do work for us ‘pro bono' to enhance her portfolio.   Our website has 
been redesigned and we now have a consistent 'house style' and some beautifully presented 
concert programmes.   

The website now includes short promotional films on the Cantata Eliensis performances at 
Grantham and Oxford as well as the Missa Aedes Christi.  A similar film on Beslan is due for 
completion in 2015. 
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Financial review 

Assets and depreciation 
Two major assets were acquired during this financial year, being promotional films based on 
the Cantata Eliensis workshop in Oxford in 2013 and the Cantata Eliensis performance in 
Grantham in 2014.  These have been depreciated over 2 years on a straight line basis.  
Expenditure on the Dux project has been treated as work in progress because it is not due 
for delivery until 2015. 

The Income and Expenditure account shows a surplus for the year of £15,770 which 
translates to £4,593 after depreciation.  The Balance Sheet shows a healthy overall surplus 
of £21,543 to carry forward to 2014, but this includes 'work in progress' of £15,000 so it will 
return to a more 'normal' level next year. 

Brief statement of the charity’s policy on reserves 
Cash at Bank on 31 December 2014 was £1,800.  The surplus funds are held in order to meet 
any unforeseen expenditure that may occur, for example an unbudgeted loss on a concert or 
recital.  We aim to hold at least £1,000 and no more than £5,000 in reserves at the year end. 

Details of any funds materially in deficit 
Not applicable 

Declaration 
 

The trustees declare that they have approved the trustees’ report above. 

Signed on behalf of the charity’s trustees 

 
Full name(s) 

 

Nick Pitts-Tucker 
Chair 

 

 Virginia Goode 
Secretary 
 

 

Position (e.g. 
secretary, chair etc.) 

 

Julia Stutfield 
Treasurer 

 

 
Date 
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